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Introduction

FPK I W cwt wm ks in mechanism design and iohotics
i t y m tml on

Dorneiiico Prattichizzot

Figlire 1: Tlie serond generation dexterous gripper
(DxGrip -11) designed and built at Centro “E. Piaggio”,
University of Pisa.

the possibilitv of exploiting nonholonomic

~iiecI~aiii(~aI
1)henomeiia in oi dei to design devices that
acliiew couiples tasks n ith a reduced niunl~erof actuatois ([8]. [19]. [21]. [SI. [lo]). Although this seems to
b e a pioniiqiiig new app1oach to Ieducing the coniplesitv. cost. n-eight. and unieliabilit\ of the hardware iised
in siicli clevic 9s. it is tine in general that planning and
cwitrolliiig iir)iilioloiioIiiic systems is moi r difficnlt than

liolononiic. onc’s. Inrleetl. Iiotn-ittistanding the large efengipioh1~111s
ieiiiain inisolvetl at the theoretical level. and even
niciic at the. c-ompittational and implementation level.
In this paper WP rcpoit on SOIW iesults that h a w
becw o1)tainerI in the stud\- of nianipdation of objects
1~ lolling. in v i m of the realization of a robot gripper
that exploits lolling to ac.hieve desteiiti. i e.. the ahility to ailiitraIil\ change the location and oiientation
of tlic nianipiilatctl objects. A first piototvpe of such
c h i c c’ n as piesented hv [5]. along n ith some prelimiiia~
v c-qm inimts in planning and controlling motions
of a ~plieiemanipulated hv rolling. Rfarigo et al. [17]
applicd manipiilation by rolling to oh jects of polyherli al shape. Tlie design of grippers esploiting rolling
naL: based on the ronjectnie that a kinematic svstem
cwinpiisfvl of nliriost airy pair of lolling siirfaws is cont101laI)le. n liich has been shon-n tiue iecently by [lG].
Theorem 1 [Controllability of rolling bodies]
The krncrriotrr r o ~ i s t i ~ n iof
i ~ troll1119witiiout sliding het i i r w r i smooth r i g i d hodiP9 1 5
n ) holonorriir i f orid only i f bodies a 7 ~flre miiror imoqc o f cmr*h other.
f o i ts q ) w t hv applied niatlieiiiatic.iaiis, control
i i w i s . n n t l ~ohoticists0 1 1 tlie subject. Inany open
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11) nia cirnnlly rionholonorrmz (hence cornpletelv controllable) othrruiiw.
As an obvious corollary, any convex object rolling
between tn-o flat fingers is completely controllable from
any initial to any final desired configuration. Once
thus established the theoretical possibility of building
a hand that can achieve arbitrary relocation and orientation of manipulated objects by rolling thcm between
fingers, its practical realizability depends on the possibility of planning and controlling such motions.
In this paper n-e turn our attention to manipulation by rolling of objects with arbitrary regular (i.e..
smooth) surface. facing the case that the object shape
is not known a priori, hut only perceived through tactile sensing, as it often happens in real-world applications.

2

Exploration of Unknown Objects

As already mentioned, parts to be manipulated are
sometimes not known a priori to the robot. and information on their shape need to be gathered before
manipulation can be planned and executed. In this
section n-e describe tlie means by which it is possible
to elicit, shape information from rolling. with particular
reference to the case of rqplar surfaces.
The dextrous gripper used in our experiments
consists of two paralld plates. d i o s e motions are
actiiatetl by four electriral motors (see section 4 for a
description). The procedure used to reconstruct the
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surface of unknown objects is as follotvs:

i) The hand (with fingers open) is put around the
ohject to he explored, and then closed in guarded
Inode with a cont,act force threshold:

ii) While actuators commanding the distance
between the fingers regulates a siiitable grasping
force to avoid slippage of the object on the fingers.
the actnators that command relative rotations and
translations of the fingers follow random trajectories
causing the object to roll between the fingers;
iii) the position of the contact point on the surface
of tlie upper and lower fingers, as well as the position
antl velocity of the gripper joints. are measured during
exploration; this iiiformatiori is used to calculate the
position and velocity of the contact points on the
object surface.
In order to control the grasping force, a six-axis
force/torque sensor is used on the fingers. To detect
the location of contact points on the fingers, the same
sensors can be used in conjunction with the “intrinsic”
tactile sensing algoritlims described in [4]
, which also
applies to fingers with a general convex surface.
To reconstruct an approximation of the siirface of
the oliject. it is necessary to evaluate the instantaneous
position of the contact points with respect to a c a r t e
sian frame fixed with tlie object. Let the origin of this
frame be denoted by 0 , and let three unit vectors parallel to the .r. y. and z axes of the body frame be denoted by i, j. and k, respectively (see fig.2). Let the
object surface he described in spherical coordinates,
i.e., tlie position of a generic point (except the north
and south poles) of the surface in the body-fixed frame
is given in terms of azimuth U E [-n,T ) and elevation
2’ E (-7r/2. n/2) angles as

i

= /I(I/,7 J ) cos 7) cos I /
1) = ~ ( 7 1 v)
. cos 1 7 sin 7 1
z = p(u. 1 , ) sin 2’
R‘

(1)

mliere p( u . is a continuous function of the azimuth
antl elewtion I I . ~ . Notice that spherical coordinates
are convenient for several reasons. among which is the
fact that they provide an orthogonal parametrization
of all surfaces of revolution (i.e., surfaces with an axis
of s p i n e t r y ) , except at their poles. For surfaces of
17)

revolution. p,t “f -= 0. ~ 1 i position
e
of the contact points on the upper antl lon-er finger (denoted by
c1 anti c?. respectively) being known from tactile sellsing. th& velocities c l and c a with respect to a fixed
m i s t frame can he easily calculated hy iising the finger
.Jacobian matrix and ineasures of finger joint velocities.
From data on the position and velocity of two points on
the rigid oliject being manipulated. antl iising assuniptioris on friction at the contacts. one easily obtains the
instantaneous angular velocity w of the rolling ohject
in the n-rist frame.
Letting o and R = [i j k] denote the position of
the origin and the orientation matrix of the reference
frame fixed to the rolling object. the object motion is

Figure 2: Spherical coordinates on the manipulated object.

described by the following differential eqiiat ions:
0

R

= c,+wx(o-cl)
= WXR

Integrating these equations during the exlhration
time, the instantaneous position and orientation of tlie
body can be obtained. From geometric considerations
(see fig.2) we obtain at each time t the desired inforrnation on the coordinates of two points of the object stirface from tactile sensor ineasiirements c1( t ) and c2(t)
from (1) by setting for i = 1 , 2
2’j

(t)

where

c: = c, - pl sinz1,k.
The prohleni of reconstructing a surface from knoivledge of a number of its points is an iniportant issiie
common to several fields of science and engineering.
In robotics, the problem has been studied extensively
in relation with processing data from canimm. rangv
finders. and/or tactile sensors. Part of the liteiatiire
is concerned lrith the [‘object recognition”. or inodel
matching problem (see e.g. [12], [15], [13], [ll]).\Yolks
concerned with shape reconstruction deal with fitting
experimental data with general models of sui faces (see
e.g. 171, [14]). I‘arious niethods are distinguished 1))the information used and the siirface model atloptml
to fit data. Allen [l]used hicubic (Coons‘) patches t o
fit data from vision and touch sensors, while [2] used
superquadrics: [3] approximated objects by surfaces
of revolution, and w.re able to determine their axis
of symnietry by using tactile measurement of contact
points, contact normals. and curvatmes at the contact
points: 191 considered haptic recognition of ohjects
based on polyhedral shape approximations.

IVith Iespect to the existing literature, where surface reconstruction is mostly intended for object recognition. the problem we consider is to gather the surface
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in the closely allied field of neural networks are

informat ion necessary to obtain sufficiently accurate
foriniilae for the control vector fields appearing in the
tliffeiential equation of rolling. As these vector fields
arc cwrtipiited through differential operations from the
sii1fac.e desciiption, it is necessarv not only that the
rCi(.Oiistr1i('tir~iiis given in terms of oiialvtic functions
n-hi(+ aic' tlefinecl on as large a doinain as possible. but
also are sufficiently smooth to avoid noise amplification
t hi ough differentiat ion.
111 order to niastcr completely the accurac.v/slnoot hnrss tiarlroff in reconstruction, we
f o i i i i ( l tools froin regiilaiization theorv to he n m t
cffwtive (see e.g. [22] and [2.3]). In that fiamework,
the pro1)Ieni of finding the "best" fiinction approximating a iiiiiltivariate fiinction ?/(x).whose \;?lues
y, at k points x, are known (although with errors).
is foiiniilatetl as the niinimization of the variational
t~xprrssioii

(linear interpolation)
(cubic interDolation)

;:3

Ie - f

(gaussian)

The problem of reconstructing a surface described
in spherical coordinates (1) arnoiints t,o approximating
a smooth function p : S2 -+ IR, p = p ( u , v) of the
azimuth and elevation angles t i , 11, for which a set of
points p ( w , , t i t ) = pt are given from exploration data.
\Vith respect to the theory above resumed, the fact
that the domain manifold S2 is not globally equivalent
to IR,2 imposes some modifications in the choice of basis
fiuictions. Following [23], we choose
It

/

/=o

s=-/

/<

H ( f )=

Eh?
- f(Xd2 + XIlPfl12

(2)

t=o

opcr at01

where frs are coefficients, and I;, are the eigenfunctions of the (surface) Laplacian on the sphere, i.e. the
spherical harmonics, whose expression in coordinates
is
U / ,cos(us)PS(sinv)
0 < .s 5 2
U/, sin(trs)l;lsl(sinv) -I 5 s < 0
CT/oP/(sin1,)
s=o
('7)
for I = 0,1,. . .. Here.

the soliition of the regularization problem is given by
rirhic- splines. 111general. solution of (2) leads to the
associated Eider-Lagrange equation

e,1 = 0,1,. . .. are the Legendre polynomials, and pr"

where P is a differential operator used to weigh the
-hinipiness" of the approximating function, and X is
a regiilaiization parameter, that controls the compromise betwen the clegiee of sinoothness of the solution,
and its closeness to data ([20]). Such standard regulari7ation technique provides solutions that are equivalent
to generalized splines: for example. for single variable
fiinctioiis. it can be shoa-n that with the differential

are tlie Legendre functions

PW.4 =

E(.%
- f ( x ) ) d ( x-

l k

xt)

(3)

t=o

Notice that Ijo are surfaces of revolution. The unknown coefficients are obtained by minimizing the regularized spherical least<-squares functional

d i e r e P is the adjoint operator of P and 5 is the Dirac
delta fiinction. The solution of (3) can be mitten as

f(x)=

l k

C(Yt- f(x,))G(x:x,)

(4)

t=o

mheir G(x:x,) are the Green functions of the differentia1 operator P P . Green functions are actually 9.ad i d functions of their arguments G(x:Y) = G(llx - YII)
when P is rotationally and translationally invariant. In
such case. the solution of the regularization problem is
R siim of radial basis f i i ~ ~ ~ t i o ~ ? , ~ :

[/(I

+A

/=o

+ l)]"f:,

s=-I

Arranging the index set { ( I , s ) } in a convenient order,
and letting f be the vector of frS and X be the matrix
with ( i , IS)^,^ entry I ; , ( z i i : v i ) , (8) becomes

1
-/Iy - XfJI2 XfTDf
n,

+

k

where D is tlie diagonal matrix with ( l a , I s ) t h entry
[1(l+ l)]r'l.
The minimizing vector fx is simply obtained
by solving the following linear system of equations,

,=o
n-here the weights ct can be evaluated by simple linear
algehraic operations. Some commonly encountered radial hasis fiinctions used in regularization theory and

f,+= ( X T X + XD)-'XTy.
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3

Planning for General Surfaces

The kinematics of rolling surfaces are a well--known
example of driftless nonholonomic system. Generally
speaking, the problem of planning a drift less system

7

z=z).

and for
q = G(q)u, q(0) = qo E

IR".

consists in finding. for each pair ( 9 0 , qI). a control fimctiori u : [O, 11 -+ IR'", t I+ u(t) within an admissible set
[? siirh that, for the corresponding solution q(t.9 0 . U)
of (9).it liolds q(1,90, U ) = qf . A brut e force approach
to this problem cotisists in 1) solving (9) for a generic
inpiit n(p) in a sufficiently general family C c l r suitably parameterized by p E JR",and 2) solve the set of n
nonlinear eqiiations q(1, xo. p) = qf in the p unknowns
p. Oh-ioiisly. both steps possildy hide enor~nousdifficulties. as solving an O.D.E. in "closed" form is rarely
possible. and solving large systems of nonlinear eqnations is notoriously hard. The fact. shown in [GI: that
the quatioris of motion for a convex body rolling between flat fingers c m be put in strictly triangiilar form
tremendously help in this regard.
The relevance of strict triangular forms to planning
is twofold. In fact. a n O.D.E. in strictly tiiangular form
can be easily solved by quadratures, i.e. the flow of the
control vector fields is found simply by subsequedly
integrating their components over time. Furthermore,
strict triangularity allows t o break the solution of tlie
system of I T nonlinear equations of step 2) of the generic
algoritlim ahove, into the solution of multiple systems
of fewer eqiiations in fewer unknowns.
These advantages of tlie triangular form are exploited in the following algorithm. For objects with
an axis of symnietry. which we consider henceforth for
siniplicity. the strictly triangular form reads as (see [GI)

r
I

1

0

J

=Wk =

{

[A,. 0IT k even
[O.,\kIT
k odd

'

::T

+ 'lk

Step 1) Apply first inputs that take the first two
variables to the desired value: set A0 = 110 = ( ? i f uo)/T. A1 = p 1 = (zif - w o ) / T . such that z ( 2 T ) =
["f1zJUf,1/'2.a.2.y2]:

Step 2) Apply a sequence of five inpiits that does
not alter the first two variables. i.e. (A2 = 0, A7 =
p2,A4 = ~ 3 ~ =
x -112,As
5
= - 1 ~ 3 ) (tlie void input is
included for preserving index paritv). BY choosing

Step 3) Apply a sequence of 15 caontrols that
does not alter the first three variables. naniely ( A 7 =
= 115. Ai"
-114. A11 = -115 + / l e . A12 =
0,& = /14,
i47lA13 = -/!e, 9 x 1 4 = -1177A15 = k15,X16 = 114.A17 =
- / I s , A18 = -144
/-I?. A I 9 = pfj,Xao = -1'7.
A21 = -/'e.
For such a sequenre to take the last t x o variables
to their desired value, any qiiatlriiple ( / / A . / r n . / r G . / I T )
solving the system of two nonlinear algebraic equations
117) = "'f : y22(vG. Ll4. /1.5,/16. / I T ) = ?/f
5 2 2 ( s 6 i /1,1,
ran be chosen.
1

+
7

for 0 5 T < T . a i d k = 0 , 1 , . . . , N - 1. such that the
flows
of the tn-o control vector fields are folloived
seqwntially N times. The flows can be integrated expliritlv starting from initial conditions zk = z(t = k T )
for k even as

c

A solution t o this problem is provided hy the
following algorithm:

[?~f,~'f,$f,~6*!/6];

11.

T )

Problem 1 Given a pair (zs,zf),
find an integer 11;
and an, N-tuple of red numbers (Ao, .. . .ARr-1) sirch
that the nonhaear, discreteetime system defined by
(11). (12), with zo = z,. has ZN = z f .

with p2 arbitrary (provided that
# I ' P ) , tlip
third variable reaches its desired value: z(GT) =

where z = [ U . U',.r, 7~1. A possible clioice for tlie atlmissihk input set, U is to consider piecewise constant
inputs over time intervals 7' with an alternating pattern. i.e.

+

In terms of these definitions, the planning prol)lem can
be restated as:

I

p: sin

kT

1

7

1

W ( f=

k odd as

(9)

1

Remark 1.
The algorithm description highlights the role of commutator seqiiences of type
(-4B.C1B-')' in planning the input (a simple co111mutator is used at step 2. and a commutator of
commutators at step 3). The final sequence of steps
can however be written more compactly by imposing
some further conditions. reducing the redundancy of
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soliitions to the eqiiations in step 3 hiit not coniproniising generality:

A) If v f #
;tilt1

=

/t5

(//(,+/I<.

116.

setting 112 = - - p l , . p 4 = p 3 ,
a cmitrol sequencc is obtained

(’0,

/ / I+ / / 5 . - / 1 : 1 + / 1 7 .

//7.//-,. - / I ? .

-IC?).

--//i.
-/17./’5,/‘?.

B) If othein-ise r f =
(0.Jq.V”

-117.

2’0.

the control seqiience

+ V > . - v ] + V?.--nl.-r/s.rlr.I/l.-V1?,--1/1

v?. vI. - 1 1 3 .

-/13+

that qteers fioin zn to z f iiijiist 127’.

+

- v 2 ) . stecis the svsteiu rising 4 intlt.terini-

iia t e

vai ir71 )ICY

4

Experimental

Introducing DxGrip-11. To experimentally validate
t l w i w i l i s of the throreticd work on manipulation by
I olling coiidircted in the past years, tlie research group
at C‘entio ‘.E. Piaggio” of the University of Pisa designed and h i l t two prototype end-effectors. The first
“dextio w gripper“ consisted of two parallel plates controlled 1)v prisniatic joints, and mas described in [5].
‘The tlwign of the second generation clesterous grippe1
(DxGrip-IT) is described in fig.1. while a picture of a
Iahoratorv prototype is reported in fig.3. The gripper
has tn-o parallel jaws translating independently, and
tn-o tiirning disks with direct- drive mot,ors on each jaw.
Each finger is tli iven hy a tlouhle four-linkage mechanisin. n-hid1 allon-s smooth transitions through singulaiitim. an(1is endoivetl a-it h a 6-axis force/torque sensor. n-hid1 is usetl tmth for tactile detection of the contact point and for grasping force control. The cornbination of tho two finger sensors is an effective alternative
to a n-i ist niounted force/torque sensor. which does not
siiffei from inertial effects of the end-effector mass. It
slioiilcl 1)e pointed out that. while the w e of turntables
at the fingers of a gripper lias already been proposed
by Nagata [HI. DxChip-I1 lias the possibility of translating the centei of one turntahle with respect to the
othfli . thiis achieving higher dexterity anti most importantlv the aldit5- of rolling an object in all directions
I)ctn.wn the fingel s. Like Nagata’s hand, DxGrip-I1
is capable of tnrning a screwdriver and of reorienting
partq o i l a conwvor helt without grasping them (using
tlie fxtet io1 part of the turntahles only, pressed against
the surface of thc object, and cornnianding their angiilar velocity siiital)ly). In addition, our new hand can
arlpitrarily relocate and reorient any convex body with
rclgular siirface by rolling it among the fingers. thus
j i i ~ifying
t
the name “dexterous gripper”.
Surface reconstruction by rolling. The experhiental rwiilts ol,tained by exploring an unknon-n object
and icronstructing its shape using the techniques desciilwd in 2, are reported in figure fig.4. Figures show
apparently lion- using fen- spherical harmonics (low N )
and/oi low regiilarization weight,s X provides %iiinpv”
reoonstriirtions. while heavy regnlarization tends to
round up the object shape excessively. The correct
tradeoff in filtering lias to be decided on the hasis of a
working knoivletlge of the sensor noise statistics and of
the al)plication tloinain.
Planning a reconstructed surface. As an example of application of the planning algorithm described
in section 3, consider the problem of rolling an object
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Figure 3: Prototype of the second generation dextrous
entl-effetor DxGrip-11.

Figure 4: Exact description of the manipulated object (upper left), and approximations from experimental data with X = 0.002 and N = 7 harmonics (underdamped, upper right), with X = 0,05 and N = 9 (overdamped, lower left), and with X = 0,002 and N = 9
(lower right,).

whose ieconstructed description is given, in terms of
the spherical harmonics series ( 6 ) . by f0.0 = 1, f i . 0 =
0.4,fi 0 = 0.1 (see fig.5). The inputs resulting from application of the algorithm, modified as in Remark 1-A),
to the problem of steering from zo = ( - - ~ / 4 n, / 4 , 0 , 0 , 0 )
t o zf = (7r/4, -7r/4,0,2, l), are computed as /LO =
~ / 2 , / t l= --~/2,/-13= - 0 . 4 0 ; ~ 5 = 3 . 0 3 ; ~=~ 1.07.
The solution of the system of nonlinear equations a t
the last step of the algorithm is performed numerically.
The path followed by the coordinates along the 12 intervals used for planning are reported in fig.6.
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